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Instructions & Pattern
Materials Needed:
• 2/3 yard 44” wide quilting weight exterior fabric
• 3/4 yard 44” wide quilting weight lining fabric
• 1 yard fusible (or sew-in) foam interfacing (Pellon Flex-Foam FF78F1)
• 3 yards 20” wide fusible woven interfacing (Pellon Shapeflex SF101)
• 1/4 yard fusible stabilizer (Pellon Peltex 71F) 
• Coordinating thread

1) PREPPING
Print the pattern at “actual size” or 100%.
Cut all pattern pieces along the solid black lines, then tape the Main Panel and Side Panel 
pieces together, butting the lines at the matching letters. Trace out all pieces onto the wrong 
side of the exterior fabric and lining fabric and cut out. Repeat to cut the woven interfacing, 
foam interfacing and stabilizer.

Additionally, measure & cut these pieces:
Handles • 2 Exterior, 2 Woven Interfacing - 4” x 20”

Fuse woven interfacing to all lining pieces, the Handles and the exterior Slip Pocket.

Fuse the Bottom Support stabilizer to the exterior Bottom Panel, centered to be 1/2” from all 
raw edges. 

Fuse foam interfacing to all exterior pieces, except the Handles and Slip Pockets.

If using sew-in foam interfacing, pin it to the wrong side of the exterior panels, matching all edges, 
and baste them together about 1/4” from all raw edges. Baste with the fabric right side down.

2) SLIP POCKETS
Pin an exterior Slip Pocket to a lining Slip 
Pocket, right sides together and matching all raw 
edges. Sew along the top curved edge only at a 
1/4” seam allowance.

Where to stitch

Exterior Lining Wrong Side
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3) HANDLES
Fold a Handle in half, wrong sides together and matching the long 
edges and press to make a center crease. Open and fold each long 
edge to the center crease, so that the long raw edges are butting up 
against each other at the center and press.

Fold in half again, matching the two folded long edges and press again. 
Now the two long raw edges should be hidden within the Handle and 
the Handle should be 1” wide. Top stitch along each long edge of the 
Handle, about 1/8” from the edge.

Repeat to fold and top stitch the remaining Handle.

Set the Handles aside for now.

Flip right sides out and press the seam flat. Pin the 
Slip Pocket panels together, matching all raw edges. 
Top stitch along the top finished seam, about 1/4” 
from the edge. Then, continue to machine baste the 
panels together along all raw edges.

Fold the Slip Pocket in half, exterior sides 
together and matching raw edges, and press to 
make a center crease. 

Pin the Slip Pocket, lining side down, onto the 
right side of one exterior Main Panel, matching 
the raw edges. Machine baste along the sides 
and bottom at 1/4” seam allowance, leaving the 
top edge open.

Sew along the center crease of the Slip Pocket 
to divide it in two, backstitching at start and stop.

Repeat this step to assemble the second Slip Pocket with the two remaining lining Slip Pocket 
panels, then baste the Slip Pocket to a lining Main Panel.
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4) GUSSET
Pin the exterior Bottom Panel to an exterior Side Panel, right sides together and matching a 
short edge of the Bottom Panel to the bottom straight edge of the Side Panel. Sew along the 
matched edge only at 1/2” seam allowance. 

Press the seam allowance towards the Bottom Panel. Top stitch about 1/4” from the seam through 
the Bottom Panel and seam allowance.

Repeat to sew the remaining exterior Side Panel to the other short edge of the Bottom Panel, 
then top stitch.

Repeat to sew the lining Side Panels to the lining Bottom Panel. These are now called the 
exterior Gusset and lining Gusset.

5) ASSEMBLY
Fold the exterior Gusset in half, matching the short ends, and mark the center along both long 
edges (it’ll be the center of the Bottom Panel). Fold the exterior Main Panels in half, right sides 
together, to find and mark the center along the bottom edge within the seam allowance. All centers 
below should be marked.
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Matching the center marks and raw edges, lay the exterior Gusset right side down on the exterior 
Main Panel with pocket, right side up. Pin once at the center mark.

Pin the end of the Gusset to the top corner of the 
Main Panel, matching raw edges. Pin the other end 
of the Gusset to the other top corner. Now starting 
at either top corner, pin downward every 1” or so, 
until you reach the bottom center pin. Repeat to pin 
the other side. You want to also pin through the 
bottom of the Main Pocket, sandwiched in between 
the Main Panel and Gusset. This will keep the 
pocket from sagging.

With the Main Panel up, sew along the pinned 
edges at 1/2” seam allowance. You should also be 
sewing through the Main Pocket.

Repeat to sew the remaining exterior Main Panel to 
the other long edge of the Gusset.

Trim the seam allowances down to about 1/4”.

Repeat this entire step to sew the lining Main Panels 
to the lining Gusset, leaving a 6” opening along one 
side edge of one Main Panel to turn the bag later. 

To avoid a saggy lining, you can start sewing at the top 
edge at a 1/2” seam allowance, then slowly increase 
the seam allowance to 3/4” along the bottom of the 
lining Main Panels.

Trim the seam allowances down to about 1/4”, except 
along the opening.
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6) HANDLES
With the exterior of the bag wrong side out, tuck a 
Handle inside the bag. Match the raw edge of one 
end of the Handle with the top raw edge of an 
exterior Main Panel, with a long edge of the 
Handle aligned with a Side Panel seam. Pin in 
place then machine baste the end of the Handle 
to the exterior of the bag at 1/4” seam allowance. 
Repeat to baste the other end in place on the 
same Main Panel, along the other Side Panel 
seam. Make sure the Handle isn’t twisted. 

Repeat to baste the remaining Handle to the other exterior Main Panel.

7) FINISH
With the lining wrong side out, and the exterior 
right side out, place the exterior inside the 
lining. Tuck the Handles down between the 
layers. Matching up the side seams and raw 
edges, pin around the top opening of the bag. 
Sew at a 1/2” seam allowance along the entire 
opening. When you reach the ends of the 
Handles, backstitch and stitch again over them 
for reinforcement.

Trim the seam allowance down to about 1/8” except along the ends of the Handles. Pull the bag 
right side out through the 6” opening in the lining. Fold the raw edges into the opening 1/2” and 
press, then pin closed. Top stitch as closely to the edge as you can to close the opening.

Tuck the lining inside the bag and press the entire bag well, especially along the top opening. Top 
stitch along the top opening of the bag, about 1/4” from the edge.

Now press with steam to shape the bag and enjoy your new tote!
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Main Panel
Cut 2 Exterior
Cut 2 Lining

Cut 2 Woven Interfacing
Cut 2 Foam Interfacing
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Side Panel
Cut 2 Exterior
Cut 2 Lining

Cut 2 Woven Interfacing
Cut 2 Foam Interfacing



This is a test square to
ensure the pattern printed

at the correct size.
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Slip Pocket
Cut 1 Exterior
Cut 3 Lining

Cut 4 Woven Interfacing
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